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Abstract
We review the development and status of GPS geodetic methods for
high-precision global time and frequency comparisons. A comprehensive
view is taken, including hardware effects in the transmitting satellites and
tracking receiver stations, data analysis and interpretation, and comparisons
with independent results. Other GPS techniques rely on single-frequency
data and/or assume cancellation of most systematic errors using differences
between simultaneous observations. By applying the full observation
modelling of modern geodesy to dual-frequency observations of GPS carrier
phase and pseudorange, the precision of timing comparisons can be
improved from the level of several nanoseconds to near 100ps. For an
averaging interval of one day, we infer a limiting Allan deviation of about
1.4×10−15 for the GPS geodetic technique. The accuracy of time
comparisons is set by the ability to calibrate the absolute instrumental delays
through the GPS receiver and antenna chain, currently about 3ns. Geodetic
clock measurements are available for most of the major timing laboratories,
as well as for many other tracking stations and the satellites, via the routine
products of the International GPS Service.
(Some ﬁgures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
GPS methods have been the basis for most high-accuracy
time and frequency transfers for more than two decades.
The usual approach for maintaining Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) has relied primarily on single-frequency
pseudorange (C/A-code) data and simple common-view (CV)
data analyses that assume cancellation of most systematic
errors [1]. With improved data yields thanks to widespread
replacement of the earlier single-channel receivers by multi-
channelunits, intercontinentalCVcomparisonshaveachieved
uncertainties of a few nanoseconds averaged over ﬁve-day
intervals [2]. Other incremental reﬁnements to the CV
method continue to be applied. In contrast, the parallel
development of high-accuracy geodetic methods using dual-
frequency GPS carrier-phase observables has demonstrated
positioning repeatabilities at the centimetre level for one-
day integrations [3]. Assuming such positioning results can
also be realized as equivalent light travel times (∼33ps), the
potential for GPS carrier phase-based geodetic techniques to
permit sub-nanosecond global time comparisons is evident,
as widely recognized by the 1990s [4]. In fact, the method
has been shown to have a precision approaching ∼100ps at
each epoch in favourable cases for one-day analysis arcs [5].
Theabsolutetimetransfercapabilityremainslimitedto>1ns,
however, due to instrumental calibration uncertainties [6]. In
additiontohigherprecision(equivalenttofrequencystability),
thegeodeticapproacheasilylendsitselftoglobalone-waytime
and frequency dissemination. This is consistent with the basic
GPS operational design (albeit with replacement of the GPS
broadcast message with more accurate information), unlike
the point-to-point nature of CV, which furthermore degrades
as baseline distances increase.
The essential ingredients of the geodetic method are
the availability of dual-frequency GPS observations for both
pseudorange (usually ‘codeless’ P-code) and carrier phase,
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recorded typically every 30s, coupled with comprehensive
analysis modelling of the undifferenced one-way signal
propagation accurate to the millimetre level. Standard
errors for phase and code measurements are about 1cm and
1m, respectively, at each frequency. (Hereafter, we use
‘code’ as synonymous with ‘pseudorange’ determined from
either the P-code or the C/A-code modulations.) For both
observables, multi-path errors are thought to dominate over
thermalnoise[7]. Thephasedataarevitalformoderngeodetic
applications because of their higher precision; therefore,
continuous sampling is required in order to ensure reliable
phase continuity throughout a satellite pass. For relative
positioning solutions, where double-differencing algorithms
are commonly employed to remove all clock-like effects of
the satellites and the tracking receivers, code data are not
normally used due to their very low weight. However,
to analyse undifferenced data and extract clock estimates,
it is necessary to add the code data in order to separate
the otherwise indistinguishable clock offset and phase cycle
ambiguity parameters. The combination of observables in
this way effectively smoothes the noisy code data, taking
advantageofthemuchmoreprecisephases. Foreachreceiver–
satellitepair,thequalityoftheclockestimatesismaximizedby
ensuring the longest possible spans of continuous phase data
free of cycle slips, thus minimizing the number of ambiguity
parameters. Modern geodetic receivers track 12 or more
satellites simultaneously with individual passes of up to about
4h typically (∼6h in certain locations). Apart from viewing
obstructions, the most problematic tracking is usually at the
lowest elevation angles, where the signal strength is weakest
and the atmospheric path delay and multi-path effects are
greatest and most variable.
ThispaperreviewstheGPSgeodetictimetransfermethod
and the status of recent developments. In principle, the
same methods can be used with other global navigation
satellite systems (GNSSs). While the existing GLONASS
constellation has not been widely exploited for this purpose, it
is generally anticipated that the European GALILEO system
may signiﬁcantly enhance current capabilities.
2. Instrumental and hardware considerations
Any component in the GPS signal path (or even
nearby sometimes) can possibly affect time and frequency
performance. With respect to time transfer, the hardware
considerations that apply for a geodetic installation basically
follow the same commonsense rules as any other timekeeping
facility. The overall conﬁguration of receiver equipment
should be kept as simple as possible, with the utmost concern
placed on the stability of the system components and their
environment. To the extent feasible, new components should
be thoroughly tested before being deployed operationally.
Whenchangesareneeded,limitingthemtoasinglecomponent
at a time allows a clearer assessment of the consequences.
2.1. GPS satellite components
The basic information needed to utilize GPS is provided
in the interface control document ICD-GPS-200, issued by
the GPS Joint Program Ofﬁce, which interface speciﬁcation
IS-GPS-200 is soon to supercede. The positions of the
satellites are broadcast for the effective phase centres of
the transmitter antenna arrays. However, the GPS system
internally computes dynamical orbits for the centre of mass
point of each satellite and transforms the results to the phase
centres. The vector offsets used for this are not ofﬁcially
provided, as they are not required by the ICD user. However,
the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA, formerly
the National Imagery and Mapping Agency) publishes the
offsets at its website (earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/sathtml/).
Users who compute their own satellite ephemerides and clock
values must also assume some set of antenna phase centre
offsets. When comparing satellite clock values from different
sources, it is necessary to account for any discrepancies in
the radial components of the assumed phase centre offsets
as these will manifest themselves as biases in the satellite
clocks. Thesituationiscomplicatedbythedifﬁcultyofmaking
accuratemeasurementsoftheactualantennaoffsets[8],which
has led to the use of different sets of values.
In contrast to the GPS broadcast message, the precise
orbits of the International GPS Service (IGS) are referenced to
the satellite centres of mass. When the ﬁrst Block IIR satellite
was launched in 1997 it became apparent that its offset in the
direction to the Earth differs from those of earlier spacecraft.
In order to ensure that satellite clock determinations from the
various IGS analysis centres can be compared and combined
consistently, the IGS adopted a common set of values for
the antenna phase centre offset vectors, implemented starting
29 November 1998:
Blocks II/IIA dx = 0.279m dy = 0.000m
dz = 1.023m, (IGS)
Block IIR dx = 0.000m dy = 0.000m
dz = 0.000m. (IGS)
The usual satellite-ﬁxed coordinate system applies, where
the z-axis is directed from the satellite centre of mass
towards the Earth centre, the y-axis is aligned with the solar
panels and the x-axis is orthogonal. Mader and Czopek [8]
determined the dz offset to be 1.66m for an unused Block IIA
antenna array on the ground. The offsets used by the GPS
operationalsystemaresimilartothoseoftheIGSforBlocksII
and IIA,
Blocks II/IIA dx = 0.2794m dy = 0.0000m
dz = 0.9519m. (GPS)
but differ signiﬁcantly and are distinct for each Block IIR
spacecraft, most being around 1.5–1.6 or near 0.0m for dz.
If a user wishes to compare the IGS satellite clock values with
other results using different antenna offsets, then corrections
must be applied according to the approximation




where dzi(IGS) is the IGS value for dz for satellite PRNi,
dzi(user) is the user’s value for dz for satellite PRNi, Ci(IGS)
is the IGS clock value for PRNi, Ci(user) is the user’s clock
value for PRNi and c is the speed of light (299792458ms−1).
(The smaller dx and dy offsets are nearly orthogonal to
the range direction and so contribute very little to the clock
differences.)
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GPS broadcasts are currently within two L-bands, having
nominal central frequencies of L1 = 154 × 10.23 =
1575.42MHz and L2 = 120 × 10.23 = 1227.60MHz. The
L1 band contains a 1.023MHz coarse acquisition (C/A) code
modulation as well as an encrypted P1(Y) code (10.23MHz)
and a 50bps message code. On L2 only a precise 10.23MHz
P2(Y) code is currently modulated, though a second civilian
code is to be added in the near future. While nominally in
phase,thevariousGPSmodulationsinevitablyhavesigniﬁcant
non-zero biases with respect to one another. The most
important of these is the pseudorange bias between the P1
and P2 modulations. The peak-to-peak dispersion in P1–P2
biases is more than 10ns. Since the broadcast clocks are
determined for the ionosphere-free P1/P2 linear combination
(seemorebelow), single-frequencyusersmustcompensatefor
the P1–P2 biases by using the TGD group delay biases given
in the navigation message (see ICD-GPS-200). In generating
its ionospheric map products, the IGS also reports its own
observed P1–P2 biases, known as differential code biases
(DCBs). For reference, the nominal relationship between







∗ TGD (+scale offset)
foreachindividualsatellite,exceptthatthetwoscalesdifferby
a time-varying offset because the mean value for DCBs is set
by IGS convention to zero whereas the broadcast TGD values
are referenced to an empirical absolute instrumental bias. The
scale difference, in TGD units, has gradually been decreasing,
from about −4.3ns at the beginning of 2000 to −7.1ns in
mid-2004 as the constellation evolves and new satellites with
different biases are launched. The broadcast TGD values are
reviewed and updated quarterly, while the IGS monitors and
reports its DCBs continuously at daily intervals.
The TGD correction procedure assumes the P1–P2 bias is
appropriate for single-frequency users of the C/A-code, the
same as for P1. In fact, this is not strictly true because of
P1-C/A biases. They have a peak-to-peak range of about
5ns. While currently ignored in ICD-GPS-200, the IGS
has accounted for such biases since 1999. It is necessary
because some geodetic receivers track C/A instead of P1 and
some report [C/A + (P2-P1)] instead of true P2, which have
different biases [9]. To avoid mixing data with different
satellite biases, which would degrade the IGS satellite clock
products (and precise point positioning (PPP) using them),
procedures for handling and analysing diverse GPS data sets
wereimplementedbytheIGStomaintainconsistency. Asnew
modulations are added to the GPS signals in the future, it is
expected that calibration values for the additional inter-signal
biases will be included in the broadcast navigation message
and monitored by the IGS.
Anothercomplicationofthesatellitetransmitsignalsisthe
phase pattern of the beam. While it is generally assumed to
be perfectly hemispherical, there is strong evidence otherwise
[10]. Neglect of the non-ideal phase patterns, for satellites or
trackingantennas(seemorebelow),causesmostlyerrorsinthe
GPS frame scale (i.e. radial direction) at the level of roughly
10–15partsperbillion(ppb). Whilethisisimportantformany
geodetic applications, this effect is probably not signiﬁcant
for most time comparisons, at least not until instrumental
calibrations attain sub-nanosecond accuracy.
A ﬁnal point to note concerning the GPS satellite clocks
is that the intentional degradation of the GPS clock signals by
selective availability (SA) was discontinued at 04:00 UTC on
02May2000. Priortothattime,theRMSclockvariationsover
a day were at the level of roughly 80ns. Since then, the clock
stabilityisthatintrinsictoeachsatellite’stimekeepingsystem,
whichismorethananorderofmagnitudebetter. Inadditionto
allowing civilian access to greatly improved GPS positioning
and timing determinations, all users, especially those taking
advantage of the much more accurate IGS products, can now
interpolate tabulated GPS clock values with far smaller errors
than before.
2.2. GPS tracking antenna installations
A geodetic installation is normally built about an ultra-
stable monument that provides the physical basis for
long-term, high-accuracy measurements. Deeply anchored
concrete piers, cross-braced metal rod structures and steel
masts are among the monument designs commonly used,
although buildings are also used, especially for timing
applications. Information about various monument types is
available at igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/network/monumentation.html.
Permanently and securely embedded into the monument is a
geodetic marker with an inscribed point to which the station
coordinates are referred. The best practice is to also establish
a high-accuracy local geodetic control network to monitor
relative motions of the primary GPS station. In order to
distinguish very local monument displacements from larger-
scale effects, the control network should include permanent
markers covering a range of distances from ∼10–100m out
to around 10km. The local network must be resurveyed
periodically to be useful and may be partly formed by other
continuously operating GPS stations. The GPS antenna itself
should be securely anchored directly over the geodetic marker
insuchawaythatitspositionisﬁxedandtheeccentricityfrom
themarkerreferencepointtotheantennareferencepoint(ARP)
can be measured with an accuracy <1mm. A conventional
ARP has been designated by the IGS for each antenna model.
It must be a physically accessible point, as opposed to the L1
andL2electricalphasecentres, forlocalsurveymeasurements
to be made. For most choke ring antennas, the ARP is a point
at the base of the preampliﬁer on the bottom side of the unit.
ThephysicaldimensionsrelatingtheARPandthesignalphase
centres, as well as measured wavefront phase patterns, are
maintained in ﬁles available from the IGS. The information
on marker eccentricity and antenna dimensions is required to
analyse the observational data and reduce the results to the
reference station coordinates.
In cases where the highest quality geodetic performance
is not required, such as many timing installations, a geodetic
monument and marker might not be used. In this situation,
the station coordinates are referenced directly to the ARP
(or sometimes to the phase centre). While this is expedient,
this will generally cause a station’s coordinates to change
whenever the antenna model is changed. It is preferable to
followstandardgeodeticguidelineswheneverpractical. Inany
case,thestabilityoftheantennamountisimportantbecauseits
variations (e.g. due to solar heating of a steel mast) will induce
corresponding effects in the estimated clocks.
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High-quality, dual-frequency antennas are required for
geodetic applications, including high-accuracy time transfer.
The most common design features a set of concentric choke
rings, available from several vendors with slightly different
internal dimensions. The design has been tailored for dual-
frequency reception while strongly attenuating signals near
thehorizonandbelow,wheremulti-pathreﬂectionsareusually
worst [11]. For time transfer applications, in particular, it is
criticalthattheantennabesituatedinsuchawayastominimize
multi-path signals, especially code multi-path. Generally,
this means maintaining a clear horizon in all directions and
avoiding placement of reﬂecting objects near the antenna.
The L2 signal is particularly sensitive to back-reﬂections from
behind the antenna [12]; so, if the antenna cannot be placed
directly against a non-reﬂecting surface, then it is usually best
to put it as high above any background as practical (keeping
in mind stability and access requirements). In any event,
the space between the antenna phase centre and its backing
surfaceshouldstrictlyavoidsmallmultiplesoftheL-bandhalf-
wavelength within the near ﬁeld of the antenna [13]. A clear
view of the sky down to at least 10˚ elevation, preferably 5˚, is
needed in order to allow robust geodetic determinations of the
antenna position.
There have been some poorly supported claims
of strong variations of geodetic clock estimates with
temperature changes in some GPS antennas, together with
recommendations to use temperature-stabilized units. While
this might apply to certain low-end, single-frequency units
(or when using code data only), direct tests of a standard
AOA Dorne Margolin choke ring antenna have failed to detect
any sensitivity of the clock estimates to antenna temperature
variations. Ray and Senior [14] placed an upper limit of
2psK −1 on the short-term (diurnal) temperature sensitivity
and later extended this to <10.1psK−1 for any possible long-
termcomponent[5]. Evensmallersensitivities, 0.17psK−1 or
less, weredeterminedbyRiecketal [15]foranAshtechchoke
ring model.
As with the satellite transmitter antennas, and recognized
much earlier, the beam patterns of GPS tracking antennas
deviate from the perfectly hemispherical ideal [16].
Effectively, this means that the phase centre of the antenna,
and hence the geodetic reference point, will depend on the
direction of the signal from a particular satellite. Azimuthal
variations have usually been ignored and only the elevation-
angle dependence considered, although this is likely to change
in the future. The IGS has developed sets of phase corrections
to apply in the data analysis for each particular antenna
model. Neglecting these effects can cause systematic errors
in station height determinations up to ∼10cm. The present
IGS approach uses differential phase corrections relative
to the AOA Dorne Margolin T choke ring antenna as a
standard reference, and most of the measured values follow
the methodology of Mader [17], described at the website
www.ngs.noaa.gov/ANTCAL/. The phase patterns of the
satellite transmitters have been ignored. However, it is
expected that the IGS will transition to using absolute antenna
patternsforsatellitesandtrackingstations[10], perhapsbythe
end of 2005.
Many permanent GPS antennas have been ﬁtted with
radomes for protection of the choke ring elements from ﬁlling
with snow or miscellaneous rubbish. These invariably affect
the performance of the GPS system, mostly by distorting the
wavefront phases, which can give rise to apparent shifts in
station position, especially height. Differences in position,
with and without a radome, can reach the level of several
centimetres. Testshaveshownthatconicalradomesareusually
most problematic; some types of hemispherical radomes seem
to show minimal effects. Currently the IGS does not account
for the presence of radomes in its published antenna phase
centre tables—all antennas are treated as radome-free even
when phase centre corrections have been measured for the
radomes. The best general advice is to avoid the use of
radomes unless absolutely necessary. Otherwise, choose a
hemispherical radome whose effect has been measured and
found to be minor.
2.3. Antenna cables and connections
The cable run from the GPS antenna to the receiver should be
as short as feasible and use a single continuous segment. No
signalsplittersorothercomponentsshouldbeinsertedinorder
to ensure the best possible power and impedance matching.
While speciﬁc tests of the effects of splitters or other such
elements on clock performance are very limited, anecdotal
evidence indicates degradations whenever additions of this
type have been made. (Rieck et al [15] report temperature
sensitivityresults,butdidnotstudymulti-pathorothereffects.)
The connectors should be well sealed against moisture and
exposure. The type of cable should be chosen to have
good phase-stability properties, low temperature sensitivity
(<0.1psK−1 m−1), and low loss. Cable runs across open
ground should be avoided in favour of a trenched conduit.
Generally, any effort to reduce exposure to environmental
inﬂuences is advisable.
2.4. GPS receivers
Geodetic GPS receivers must report pseudorange and carrier-
phase observables at both the L1 and L2 frequencies. For time
comparisons, the receiver must also have the ability to accept
reference frequency and 1 pulse per second (PPS) inputs from
an external standard and use them faithfully for its internal
timing functions. (In principle, the receiver-lab timing offset
can alternatively be determined from an output 1PPS signal,
ratherthanbyinputtingasteering1PPS,butsucharrangements
arenotcommon.) Suchfeaturesareoftenpurchaseoptionsfor
otherwise standard geodetic equipment. At L1, most receivers
in the IGS network track the P1 code over the narrower C/A
code, and so experience with C/A-only models is limited.
No side-by-side comparisons of clock performance have been
reported for the different types of code tracking. On the other
hand, no discernible difference has been seen for the few
models in common use [5]. The essential requirement is that
the code multi-path susceptibility should be low.
Various studies have shown the detrimental effects of
temperature variations on the frequency stability of GPS
receivers [15,18–21]. Typical sensitivities are of the order
of ±100psK−1, with large variations among individual units,
even for the same model. Therefore, for high-performance
time and frequency applications, it is essential that the GPS
receiver equipment be maintained in an environmentally
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controlled location, with thermal ﬂuctuations preferably no
greater than ∼0.1K.
Many receivers have user-selectable settings for various
functionssuchasenablingonboardcode-smoothingorsteering
of the internal receiver clock to GPS Time. The latter setting
mustbedisabledforusefultimecomparisons. Itisalsousually
advisabletodisablecode-smoothingasthisisbetterhandledin
the subsequent data analysis. Standard geodetic practice is to
track all satellites in view (including those ﬂagged unhealthy
and at low elevations). If necessary, low-quality data can be
edited in the analysis process.
As with any time and frequency distribution system, it is
essential that the input reference frequency and 1PPS signals
be kept coherent with one another and well isolated from
interference sources. Care should be taken especially with
the generation of secondary input frequencies, if required.
Furthermore, the 1PPS ticks must usually be within some
small tolerance of GPS Time, such as <30ms, for the receiver
to function properly.
GNSSobservationaldataareuniversallytransmittedusing
the RINEX (receiver independent exchange) format, which
is described at ftp://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/data/format/
rinex210.txt. This document also contains format speciﬁca-
tions for navigation messages, meteorological data and related
information. Generally, it is advisable to archive the raw,
native data ﬁles from the receiver, in addition to the RINEX
ﬁles, in case a problem in the translation is discovered later.
Timing users can derive the ﬁle types used for CV (‘CGGTTS
format’) from RINEX ﬁles using a tool developed at the Royal
Observatory of Belgium [22].
2.5. Evaluating multi-path effects and system testing
Once a geodetic station has been established, the data
quality should be thoroughly assessed before it is made
operational. If problems are found, they should be
ameliorated as much as possible. The University
Navstar Consortium (UNAVCO) has developed a very
informative website (www.unavco.org/facility/facility.html),
which contains helpful advice and test reports on equipment
for continuously operating GPS stations. They also maintain
a range of software tools. In particular, the ‘teqc’ toolset
is indispensable for handling and examining raw GPS data,
including RINEX ﬁle translation, data editing and quality
checking[23]. Usingteqcoutput, mostfundamentalproblems
with data quality can be spotted, such as excessive cycle slips,
incomplete data capture, blockages in sky coverage and so
forth. The teqc diagnostics MP1 and MP2 measure the RMS
variations of the code multi-path at L1 and L2, respectively,
assumingthattheeffectsofphasemulti-patharenegligible. An
unknownbiasisresetforeachsatellitepass,andsothesemulti-
path metrics are insensitive to long-period signals that can be
important for timing. Also, because of intrinsically different
behaviour for different receiver types, the MPi measures
generally lack absolute meaning and cannot be compared
easily from one site to another. However, unexpectedly large
multi-path variations with elevation angle and over time can
indicate site or conﬁguration problems. In at least one case,
MP2 variations were found to correlate strongly with changes
in geodetic clock performance [5].
If PPP solutions (see below) can be generated for the
receiver clock behaviour using precise orbit and satellite clock
products from the IGS, then a code-only solution compared
with code + phase can reveal unexpected problems with the
pseudorange data. Another useful diagnostic is the level
of discontinuities in clock estimates between consecutive
1day analysis arcs [5], which mostly reﬂects variations in
pseudorange multi-path noise (see below). Other methods of
investigatingmulti-patherrors—suchastheskydistributionof
post-ﬁt residuals from a geodetic solution or high-frequency
variations in GPS signal-to-noise ratios—usually focus on




the repeat cycle of the satellite–ground geometry is closer to
23h 55min 55s rather than the true sidereal period [24].
2.6. Calibration of tracking station delays
To compare clock readings at one station with those at another
using any intervening system requires that the internal delays
withinalltheinstrumentalhardwarebeaccuratelyknown. The
process of doing so is known as calibration. Generally, we
may consider two classes of calibration methods: absolute
determinations, where an end-to-end set of bias measurements
is made using a GPS signal simulator, which itself must have
been accurately calibrated, and differential determinations,
where a side-by-side comparison is made against another
similar system taken as a standard reference. In practice, both
methods are used. A small number of geodetic receivers have
been calibrated in an absolute mode. These are then used as
travelling standards to differentially calibrate a much larger
number of receivers deployed operationally [25].
Presently, only one geodetic GPS receiver type has been
calibrated absolutely, the Ashtech Z-XII3T, using a simulator
facility at the US Naval Research Laboratory [6,26,27]. The
absolute results agree within their reported uncertainties of
about 3.5ns with a differential measurement relative to a
previously calibrated classical CV timing receiver [28]. The
dominant error source in the absolute calibration procedure
is thought to be the GPS simulator itself [27]. Subsequent
differential calibrations against an absolute standard can
be made with smaller uncertainties of about 1.6ns (Petit,
private communication), but the long-term stability of such
measurements is still open to question.
For the convenience of users, the GPS data from a
calibrated receiver can be adjusted to remove the instrumental
bias in the process of generating RINEX exchange ﬁles. The
speciﬁed manner of doing this is to write the clock offset
correction, dT, into a ﬁeld reserved on each observation
epoch record and modify the reported observables according
to the following relations in order to maintain their strict
consistency:
Time(corrected) = Time − dT,
PR(corrected) = PR − (dT × c),
Phase(corrected) = phase − (dT × freq),
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where‘Time’istheobservationepoch,‘PR’isthepseudorange
and‘phase’isthecarrierphaseforfrequency‘freq’. Providing
the clock offset correction value for each observation epoch
allows the reconstruction of the original observations, if
necessary. However, this RINEX feature is limited by the
format speciﬁcation to clock offset values truncated to the
nearest nanosecond. If sub-nanosecond clock calibration
corrections are applied without using the RINEX clock offset
ﬁeld, then the clock correction value should be documented as
a comment in the RINEX ﬁle header.
3. Data analysis strategies
The recognition that GPS could be utilized to achieve geodetic
accuracies several orders of magnitude better than was
originally conceived is usually attributed to Counselman and
Shapiro[29]. Applyingastronomicaltechniquesdevelopedfor
verylongbaselineinterferometry(VLBI),theyproposedusing
the carrier phase as the main GPS observable rather than the
pseudorange. By very precise tracking of changes in the GPS
signalphaseitwasshownhowrelativepositiondeterminations
could be made to the centimetre level rather than to tens of
metres. Soon afterwards, Bossler et al [30] introduced an
innovative double-differencing method to aid in resolving the
integer phase ambiguities of the carrier signal. Developments
followed quickly thereafter, drawing heavily on the heritage
of VLBI methods and models, most of which apply directly to
GPS as well. The main analysis differences are the additional
orbit-related parameters of GPS and the relative weights of the
group delay observables (vital for VLBI, not for GPS except
for clock solutions) and the phase observables (vital for GPS;
usuallyincludedonlyaslow-weighttimederivativesinVLBI).
3.1. GPS observation equation
The basic steps for reducing GPS observations are outlined in
ICD-GPS-200 and many succeeding publications. For a given
satellite and tracking station pair, the pseudorange observation
equation for each observing frequency, i, can be written as
Pi= R + c(Cr − Cs) + Ii + T + ei (i = 1,2),
where i = 1,2 correspond to the two frequencies L1 and L2,
c is the vacuum speed of light, Cr is the clock synchronization
offset of the tracking station at the time of signal reception
(includingallinternaldelaycomponents),Cs istheclockoffset
of the transmitting satellite at the time of emission, R is the
distance traversed between the satellite phase centre emission
and receiver phase centre reception, Ii is the ionospheric
delay, T is the delay due to the neutral atmosphere (mostly
troposphere) and ei is the measurement error (including both
thermal noise and such other sources as multi-path). Thermal
noise in the antenna and receiver places a theoretical lower
limit on the size of the measurement errors, which depends to
someextentontheparticulartrackingtechnologyemployedby
the receiver. Zero baseline experiments, where most external
effects such as multi-path can be removed, show the RMS of
the C/A pseudorange and the L1 carrier phase measurement
noises to be 4cm and 0.2mm, respectively, for a pair of
Ashtech Z-12 receivers [7]. However, local environmental
effects always dominate actual measurement noise. Standard
apriorivaluesforgeodeticprocessingarearound1mand1cm
for the pseudorange and carrier phase and errors, respectively,
based on observed post-ﬁt residuals [3,31].
The ionosphere is dispersive (delay approximately
proportional to the inverse of the frequency squared) and
is opposite in sign for pseudorange and phase. The linear
combination of the two frequencies
P3 = 2.5457 × P1 − 1.5457 × P2
is, toﬁrstorder, freeofionosphericeffects(see[32]forastudy
of the second-order effect). So,
P3 = R + c(Cr − Cs) + T + e,
where e is the combined error of P1 and P2. The observation
equation for phase observables is the same (expressed in
distance units) with the addition of an ambiguity term (Ni ·λi)
for the unknown number of phase cycles at each carrier




can be tracked, which means that phase-only solutions can
provide useful frequency, but not timing, comparisons. More
commonly (and the case of interest here), simultaneous code
data are combined with phases to permit both clocks and
ambiguities to be estimated, where only the code observations
contributetotheaverageclockoffsets. Inasecondaryprocess,
conﬁdently determined ambiguity parameters can be ‘ﬁxed’
(or tightly constrained) to integer values. Doing so for
a large fraction of the ambiguities greatly strengthens the
overall geodetic solution and reduces parameter correlations.
However, ambiguity ﬁxing is only practical on the basis of
double-difference observations because the various satellite
and receiver biases would not allow a reliable choice of the
proper integer value for undifferenced data.
The range, R, is given in terms of the geocentric
coordinates of the satellite (X,Y,Z) and the receiver (x,y,z)
antenna phase centres by
R =

(X − x)2 + (Y − y)2 + (Z − z)2.
When using coordinates for the satellite centre of mass or
receivergeodeticmarker,ratherthanphasecentres,appropriate
eccentricitiesmustbeappliedbasedonexternalmeasurements.
The solved-for clock estimates refer to the antenna phase
centres regardless of any coordinate eccentricities. The GPS
broadcast message provides values for each satellite position
(phasecentre)andclockreadingasafunctionoftime,accurate
to a few metres. With simultaneous observations of at least
four different satellites and a crude model for the tropospheric
delay, the position and clock reading for a user receiver can
be determined to <10m at each epoch. If the user position is
known a priori and only the clock is unknown, then just one
satellite pseudorange observation is needed.
Common-view clock comparisons are made by differ-
encing simultaneous data from two receivers with known
coordinates. Then the effect of satellite clock error is
removed, together with much of the satellite position error
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and tropospheric delay. For conventional CV measurements,
using only single-frequency C/A pseudoranges, ionospheric
modelling errors usually limit the accuracy of the determina-
tions of remote clock differences. This can be signiﬁcantly
improved using the linear combination of codeless P1 and P2
observations, as is done in the P3 CV method [22]. As a rule,
theaccuracyofCVclockcomparisonsworsenswithincreasing
distance between the receivers because the common-mode
cancellation of the neglected terms becomes progressively
less effective. To attenuate these effects, the CV method for
UTC has been modiﬁed in recent years. Precise orbit correc-
tions have been applied since the early 1990s for very long
baselines, and corrections computed from the highly accurate
IGS orbits and ionosphere maps (see igscb.jpl.nasa.gov) have
been used since 2001 (Petit, private communication). Further
reﬁnementscanbemade,suchasbettertroposphericmodelling
and accounting for geophysical motions (e.g. tidal displace-
ments). Such incremental modiﬁcations, however, fail to take
advantage of the inherent precision of the phase observables,
and so the CV timing results cannot reach the level of the
full geodetic technique, particularly over intervals less than
1day or so.
Ingeodeticanalyses,thebroadcastnavigationinformation
is not used except possibly for the ﬁrst level of data screening
and editing. The highest quality a priori models are
evaluated for all known geophysical effects and the remaining
unknownsareadjustedfromthedatausingphysicallyplausible
parametrizations. In most cases, it is advantageous to ﬁx
the satellite clock and orbit values to the very accurate
determinations published by the IGS since the general GPS
user is unlikely to do as well. This greatly simpliﬁes the
estimation of receiver clocks, provided the IGS conventions
and models are also strictly followed.
3.2. Methods for global solutions
In the case where satellite clocks and orbits are to be
determined, rather than taken from an external source, we




clocks. Analysis arcs are usually segmented into 24h batches,
coinciding with the standard RINEX daily ﬁles that normally
containobservationsfrom00:00:00to23:59:30. (Notethat
the IGS convention uses GPS Time for time tags in all its data
ﬁles.) For some solution types, multi-day analysis arcs may
be formed by linking together several successive one-day arcs.
The initial processing step involves screening the data ﬁles
fromeachstation. Itisnecessarytocheckandeditforpotential
problem data, repair or ﬂag slips in the carrier phases, adjust
for small time tag drifts in some receiver types and correct for
pseudorangebiasesincaseswhereP1andP2arenotavailable.
The screened data are generally reformatted into direct access
ﬁles appropriate to the chosen analysis system.
All geodetic adjustment methods assume the availability
of sufﬁciently accurate a priori information that parameter
estimationislinearandthusgeneralizedleast-squaresmethods
can be applied. The broadcast navigation message can be
used if no better sources are at hand. If necessary, such as
for a new station, solution iteration may be used to satisfy the
linearity condition. The a priori satellite orbits are rotated
from an Earth crust-ﬁxed frame (used for orbits distributed
in the broadcast message as well as by the IGS) to an Earth-
centred inertial (ECI) frame using an assumed set of Earth
orientation parameter (EOP) values. Typically, the EOPs
are those produced by the IGS or by the International Earth
Rotation and Reference Systems Service (IERS); see their
website at www.iers.org. In the ECI frame, the satellite orbits
canbeﬁttedtoparametrizedmodelsforthedynamicalmotions
and integrated. This step is needed to generate parameter
partialderivativesiftheorbitswillbeadjustedinthefollowing
data ﬁtting. Various forms have been developed to describe
GPS satellite motions, from the ﬁnite-element approach of
Fliegel et al [33] to the empirical model of Beutler et al [34].
Even though a better physical model of the behaviour of the
satelliteswouldbeexpectedtobesuperiortoapurelyempirical
approach,experiencesuggeststhatanygainisnegligible. This
is because, for high-accuracy geodetic applications, the orbit
parametrizationmustbeintenseenoughtocapturecentimetre-
level motions, which is exceedingly difﬁcult to accomplish for
realsatelliteswithoutusingatleastsomeempiricalparameters.
The motions are complicated by variations in acceleration as
theexposuretosolarradiationpressurechangesandespecially
by micro-thrusting events that are used to maintain the attitude
of some older satellites.
The observation equation is evaluated for each data point,
using the a priori station coordinates also rotated to the ECI
frame. In addition to the basic effects already mentioned,
contributions due to a number of smaller effects must also
be included (see next section). The parameters are adjusted
to ﬁt the observations by minimizing the residuals using
standard methods, such as batch least-squares, sequential
least-squares or a Kalman ﬁlter. Kalman and related ﬁlters
are particularly adept at handling clock parameters as they
easily accommodate stochastic noise processes appropriate
for realistic clock variations. For a global network of some
tens of tracking stations, the full set of parameters that are
usually adjusted includes the following: up to three geocentric
coordinates for each station (subject to some speciﬁcation
of the terrestrial datum, such as constraints on the positions
of certain reference stations); time-varying receiver clock
parameters(whichmustbesufﬁcienttoallownearlyarbitrarily
large variations from epoch to epoch); orbital parameters for
eachsatellite(atleastthesixKeplerianelements,orequivalent,
plusaY-biasandotherempiricalterms); time-varyingsatellite
clocks; time-varying zenith tropospheric delays (as well as
possible azimuthal gradients); EOP offsets and rates for polar
motion and length of day; and carrier-phase ambiguities.
Sometimes, additional minor parameters are included for
effects such as variations in satellite attitude or net offsets in
the tracking network origin from the Earth’s centre of mass.
The set of clock parameters has a rank deﬁciency of one since
thereisnoabsoluteinformationforanyclockepoch. Standard
geodetic analyses resolve the defect by choosing one speciﬁc
clock (usually a very stable ground clock) to be unadjusted
as a reference in the estimation process. Estimates of all
other clocks are then determined relative to that ﬁxed clock.
Alternatively, the clock datum can be speciﬁed by ﬁxing a
linear combination of the available clock offsets to be equal to
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zero (or any speciﬁed value, such as GPS Time). The relative
clock differences among all station pairs are unaffected by the
choice of the reference datum.
For the highest quality results, ‘ﬁxing’ of at least some
of the phase ambiguity parameters is desirable. Because of
the huge difﬁculty in attempting to do this with undifferenced
one-way observations, the normal procedure is to apply
tight constraints on the integer values of double-differenced
ambiguities for selected station pairs. Successfully doing
so for a major fraction of the ambiguity parameters greatly
stabilizes the overall solution. In most cases, iteration of
the solution can increase the number of ambiguity parameters
successfully ﬁxed and improve the data editing.
3.3. Reference frames and models for correction terms
In evaluating the basic GPS observation equation, a number
of minor effects must also be considered if centimetre-level
results are expected. Most of these are documented in the
IERSconventions[35]. Thegeocentriccoordinatesystemused
for points attached to the Earth’s surface is the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) [36]. Transformation
from ITRF to the ECI frame takes into account movements
of the pole in the Earth frame and rotation about the pole.
Movement of the pole in inertial space (i.e. nutation; see [35])
issometimesneglectedorhandledonlyapproximatelyasnear-
Earth satellites are not very sensitive to this effect. So the
ECI frame is not always precisely aligned to the International
Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF), a nearly inertial system
formed by the VLBI positions of extragalactic radio sources
and whose origin is the solar system barycenter.
The correction terms for the satellites are the offsets
described previously, between the centres of mass and the
antenna phase centres, and the phase rotation of the signal
polarization due to changes in perspective. The latter effect,
knownas‘phasewind-up’orinastronomyasparallacticangle,
arises because the GPS signal is right circularly polarized. As
theviewinggeometrybetweenthereceiverandsatellitevaries,
the polarization phase appears to change correspondingly.
A correction must be applied in evaluating the carrier-phase
observations, but not the pseudoranges, as described by Wu
et al [37].
The receiver position corrections are much more diverse
and complex due to geophysical effects [35]. The mostly
vertical motions of surface points due to the solid Earth
(‘body’) tide have amplitudes of a few decimetres at mid-
latitudesandmustbeaccuratelymodelled. Thecorresponding
motions of the crust due to ocean tidal loading are nearly an
orderofmagnitudesmalleratmostplacesbutcanbeampliﬁed
in some coastal areas. If estimating the GPS orbits, then
the variations in the geopotential due to the solid Earth and
ocean tides should also be included in the a priori orbital
integrations. The pole tide correction accounts for large-
scale rotational deformation due to variations in the pole’s
position with respect to the Earth’s crust. The polar motion
itself and the rate of rotation undergo rather large diurnal and
semidiurnal modulations due to tidal motions of the ocean.
When the GPS satellites are expressed in an inertial frame,
corrections for these large-scale motions of the Earth frame
should be applied. The IGS orbits, in an Earth-ﬁxed frame,
havealreadyincludedthesub-dailyEOPvariationsandsothere
is no net effect for a terrestrial observer. Accurate models for
alltheseeffectshavebeengivenbyMcCarthyandPetit[35]. In
addition, users should apply the antenna-speciﬁc phase-centre
correctionsrecommendedbytheIGSanddescribedpreviously.
Even though international scientiﬁc unions advocate the
use of Geocentric Coordinate Time (TCG) for the analysis
of near-Earth satellite data, most (if not all) analysis groups
continuetouseTerrestrialTime(TT).TTdiffersfromUTCand
TAI only by an offset, whereas TCG differs in rate (frequency)
from the other scales due to general relativistic effects.
Consequently, the clock frequencies from the IGS and other
GPS analysis groups should be directly comparable with those
measured in timing laboratories. Some physical constants,
such as the gravitational constant–Earth mass product, GM,
depend on the choice of relativistic reference frame and so
care should be taken to use the appropriate values.
Three types of relativistic correction are usually applied
in GPS processing; see also Kouba [38] for further details.
(1) The ﬁrst-order frequency shift, relative to TT, due to time
dilationandgravitationalpotentialdifferencehasalreadybeen
applied in the GPS system by setting oscillator offsets in the
spacecraft, assuming nominal orbital elements. The second-
ordercorrectionfornon-circularGPSorbitsmustbeappliedby
the user; see ICD-GPS-200. (2) A ‘dynamical’ correction to
the acceleration of near-Earth satellites is given in the IERS
conventions [35]. (3) The coordinate time of propagation,
including the gravitational delay, is given separately in the
IERS conventions (but is often neglected).
3.4. Precise point positioning
Rather than form large global network GPS solutions, for
most applications it is much more economical and efﬁcient
to analyse data from individual stations in the PPP mode
[3]. In this approach, accurate satellite orbits and clocks are
taken from some prior source and applied without adjustment.
(In some variations of the PPP method, partial relaxation of
the orbits and clocks is permitted.) Applying all the same
modelsasdiscussedabove,theusercandeterminecoordinates,
clock variations and tropospheric delays for an isolated, single
receiver [39]. The quality of the results will depend directly
on the accuracy and consistency of the assumed satellite
information. The reference frame and datum of the assumed
orbits and clocks will be inherited by the PPP results and so
it is important that these be well deﬁned and stable. The IGS
products (see below) are expressly intended for this purpose.
Kouba [40] provides a guide to the proper use of IGS products
for PPP analyses. For 1day solution arcs, typical position
repeatabilities should be at the level of about 10mm in the
vertical and 3mm to 5mm in the horizontal. The PPP receiver
clock results should be precise to a similar level, <100ps, but
the accuracy (not including the calibration uncertainty) will
normally be poorer (see below); the PPP timescale will be that
of the a priori satellite clocks.
3.5. Effects of errors on clock solutions
Errors in the analysis models, a priori information or
observational data will inﬂuence GPS clock estimates. Dach
et al [41] have used simulations to examine the signatures of
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varioustypesofinputerror. Forinstance, astationheighterror
will cause a frequency offset for long east–west baselines. In
the time domain, a discontinuity is introduced at the boundary
between processing arcs due to this error. Satellite orbit errors
can have similar effects. In actual practice, these error effects
are not likely to be very signiﬁcant in IGS products since
station and satellite positions are adjusted together with the
clocks. Probably more important is the conﬁrmation by Dach
etal thatpseudorangenoiseatthe0.5m level, evenifassumed
to have a white noise distribution, will cause offsets between
discrete 1day processing arcs at the levels seen in actual clock
results (see more below). Coloured pseudorange noise (e.g.
from multi-path or temperature dependences) presumably has
an even more pronounced effect on clock jumps between arcs.
Usingmorepseudorangedata(highersamplingrateand/or
longer arcs) would be expected to improve the clock accuracy.
Higher sampling rates will only be effective as long as the
dominant multi-path wavelength is shorter than the sampling
period; otherwise the clock errors will not average down with
the addition of more data. As shown by Senior et al [42]
for the clock formal uncertainties, longer analysis arcs should
average down the code noise effects, although less effectively
than
√
N. However, this has not been demonstrated for actual
clock results, only for their formal errors. It has also not been
determined whether longer arcs differ only by a net clock bias
or whether the frequency content is also changed (improved).
Iflongerarcsprovidebetterclockaccuracyonlyinabiassense,
then other analysis approaches should give nearly equivalent
results, such as a suitable post-analysis ﬁltering of shorter-arc
results. The latter approaches could prove more economical
or better suited for some applications.
Discontinuities between independent analysis arcs are
natural and expected for all geodetic parameters, including
orbits, tropospheric delays and clocks. The offsets should
reﬂect the inherent quality of the GPS data and analysis
methods. The magnitude of clock jumps tends to be larger
than for most other parameters because only code data
contribute, though effectively averaged over the analysis arc.
Variousapproacheshavebeenconsideredtominimizetheday-
boundaryclockdiscontinuities. Theobviousmethodwouldbe
to avoid discrete analysis batches altogether and to use some
type of continuous processing scheme [42,43]. However, this
is difﬁcult to accomplish in practice and can cause some error
effects to accumulate [41]. Long analysis arcs will also cause
clockestimatestobecorrelatedoverthesameperiods(random
walk type statistics), which could limit the stability that might
otherwise be obtained using independent analysis arcs (white
noise behaviour). An alternative method of removing analysis
discontinuities is to concatenate time series using overlapping
arcs to determine the offsets (e.g. [44,45]). Even if the clock
jumps at arc boundaries obey a white noise distribution [5],
the effect on the concatenated series will be the addition
of a random walk noise component. In other words, the
concatenationprocessalsocauseslong-termclockcorrelations
and could limit the long-term stability that might otherwise
obtain. Dach et al [46] consider other more sophisticated
methods of generating nearly continuous clock results within
the estimation process itself by passing information from one
arctothenext. Theseactmuchlikeaﬁlter/smoothertoimprove
the short-term time transfer stability with little effect at longer
intervals.
It is difﬁcult to understand the widespread efforts to
suppress clock jumps at arc boundaries, especially when
they are small (at the 100ps to 200ps level). As
with any real measurement process, a non-zero error is
inevitable. A valid interpretation of the geodetic clock
measurements can only be made based on a reasonable
understanding of those errors. Using suppression methods
that introduce long-term correlations into the clock time series
(such as by concatenation) would seem to be particularly
counterproductive. If elimination of the discontinuities is
genuinely needed, then a ﬁlter/smoother method is probably
preferable to avoid the problem of correlated time series,
although this can distort the short-term clock behaviour. On
theotherhand,thediscontinuitiesthemselvesprovidevaluable
diagnostic information on the quality of the station installation
(see below). If the jumps are larger than the standard noise
level of about 120ps [5], then the underlying causes should
be identiﬁed and ameliorated, not hidden from view by post-
analysis manipulations.
4. IGS clock products and timescales
From its inception in 1994, the IGS has provided daily ﬁles
of accurate satellite positions and clock readings, tabulated
at 15min intervals. Since then, new or modiﬁed products
have been added from time to time. All IGS products (see
http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/prods.html) are formed
by the weighted averaging of solutions submitted by up
to eight contributing analysis centres. While the data sets
used by the individual groups usually overlap, the effects
of differing analysis strategies, modelling and software are
largely independent. So, properly weighted combinations
of the individual results are generally superior to any single
solution. In this way, the IGS products probably beneﬁt in
precision and accuracy, but certainly in stability, reliability
and robustness, compared with the results of any individual
analysis group.
4.1. Available product sets
The IGS ‘classical’ clock products were changed on
5 November 2000 (GPS Week 1087) when a new combination
algorithm was implemented and the clock products were




clocks. Three series of product lines are generated based
on data latency: (1) the Ultra-Rapid products (with satellite
clocksbutnotreceivers),whichareintendedforreal-timeusers
by publishing 24h predictions; (2) Rapid products, released
about 17h after the end of each day; and (3) the deﬁnitive
Final products, released about 13 days after the end of each
week. Table 1 summarizes the IGS orbit and clock products,
latenciesandestimatedaccuracies. (Inadditiontothoseshown
in the table, the IGS provides ionospheric maps, tropospheric
zenith path delays, EOPs and so forth.) All products are
available from the IGS data centres or Central Bureau; see
igscb.jpl.nasa.gov. Use of the IGS Rapid or Final products
instead of broadcast information allows PPP determinations at
the 1cm level for 24h arcs.
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Table 1. IGS combined orbit and clock products and their characteristics compared with broadcast values. Orbit accuracy estimates, except
for predicted orbits, are based on comparisons with independent laser ranging results. Precisions are better than the quoted accuracies.
Product ﬁles are for 24h periods except that the Ultra-Rapids span 48h. The 5min clock data are available in ‘clock RINEX’ format ﬁles,
while 15min clock samples are available in SP3 format ﬁles together with the satellite ephemerides.
GPS satellite ephemerides Accuracy Update Sample
and satellite/station clocks estimates Latency intervals interval
Broadcast Orbits ∼200cm Real time — Daily
Sat. clocks ∼7ns
Ultra-Rapid Orbits ∼10cm Real time Four times daily 15min
(predicted half) Sat. clocks ∼5ns
Ultra-Rapid Orbits <5cm 3h Four times daily 15min
(observed half) Sat. clocks ∼0.2ns
Rapid Orbits <5cm 17h Daily 15min
Sat. & stn. clocks ∼0.1ns 5min
Final Orbits <5cm ∼13days Weekly 15min
Sat. & stn. clocks ∼0.1ns 5min
Figure 1. Map showing distribution of IGS stations using external frequency standards (as of November 2004). Colours indicate the type of
standard: red are H-masers, yellow are caesiums and blue are rubidiums. IGS stations co-located at timing labs are indicated by star symbols.
The IGS tracking network consists of more than
350 globally distributed receiver installations. All stations
operate continuously and report daily (at least) RINEX
observation ﬁles with 30s samples. Most of the stations use
internal crystal oscillators, which are steered by their own
observationstotrackGPSTime,butmorethan100IGSstations
are equipped with external frequency standards. Figure 1
showsthedistributionandtypeofexternalstandardswithinthe
IGS network (as of November 2004). About 51 use H-maser
standards, 28 use Cs clocks and 27 use Rb clocks. A subset of
these, about 20, are co-located at timing labs.
4.2. IGS timescales
There is no speciﬁc requirement for the underlying timescale
of the clock products when used for geodetic positioning
applications, except that it should be reasonably close to
GPS Time. An important strength of GPS geodesy is that
it does not depend, to ﬁrst order, on the stability or accuracy
of the timescale since the effects of clocks can be removed
by double differencing. Nonetheless, it is desirable for the
reference timescale to possess other properties, such as being
highly stable and accurately traceable to UTC. These qualities
enhance the value of the IGS clock products for applications
other than pure geodesy, especially for timing operations.
The IGS originally used as a reference for its clock
products a simple daily linear alignment of the observed
satellite clocks to broadcast GPS Time. However, the
instabilityofGPSTimeiscomparativelylarge,about2×10−14
at1day,whichisatleastanorderofmagnitudepoorerthanthe
instability of the best frequency standards in the IGS network.
Even some of the newer Block IIR satellites have clocks that
are more stable than the ensemble GPS Time due, in part, to
the bang-bang steering algorithm used to keep the broadcast
timescale aligned to UTC (via the realization maintained by
theUSNavalObservatory). TheoldIGSprocedureofaligning
its clocks each day to GPS Time introduced large day-to-day
discontinuitiesinbothtimeandfrequency(seeﬁgure2). There
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Figure 2. GPS geodetic time transfer estimates from the IGS Final products for the BRUS station in Brussels, during the period 28 March
through 2 April 2004. The timescale is ﬁxed by a daily linear alignment to GPS Time. The BRUS instability is dominated by this timescale
choice, which is responsible for the large discontinuities in time and in frequency. A linear trend has been removed for plotting.
isnoimpactofthisprocedureontheusefulnessoftheproducts
for precise positioning, but the utility for time and frequency
dissemination is certainly limited.
To improve the instability of the Rapid and Final clock
products, new IGS internal timescales were developed. The
new timescales are formed as weighted ensembles of the
included clocks, for both stations and satellites. A detailed
descriptionofthealgorithmisgivenbySenioretal [48]. Each
timescale (‘IGRT’ for the Rapids and ‘IGST’ for the Finals) is
driven largely by the available H-masers, though lesser clocks
can contribute slightly, including the rubidium clocks onboard
the Block IIR satellites. The algorithm is a Kalman ﬁlter
implementationwithasimplepolynomialmodelforeachclock
followed by a linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) algorithm for
loosely steering the timescales to GPS Time. Weights for each
clock are determined iteratively and dynamically based on the
observed instability at several averaging intervals less than
1day. An upper limit of weights is imposed for each clock to
avoid the situation of a single clock overtaking the timescales
[49]. The LQG steering algorithm is critically damped with a
time constant of about 30–40days. The results are timescales
with instability generally better than about 1×10−15 at 1day,
butstilllimitedinthemediumandlongertermsbythesteering
toGPSTime. Thereareperiods, however, whentheinstability
of the timescales can be degraded somewhat, such as when the
number of H-maser stations in the clock products is unusually
small.
Figure 3 shows the performance of the BRUS clock after
changing the reference to the IGS Finals timescale, IGST. The
inter-station clock information is the same as in ﬁgure 2; only
the underlying timescales are different. The much improved
stability using the IGS timescale is evident. The remaining
small discontinuities at some day boundaries reﬂect mostly
the local BRUS data quality (see more below). It is possible
thatsomeeffectsofindividualclocks, includingday-boundary
jumps, can adversely affect the ensemble timescales, due
for instance to undetected data editing problems. However,
evidence indicates that any such limitations are minor and
that the ensemble timescales are far superior to any single
contributingclock. ThenewIGStimescaleswereimplemented
in the ofﬁcial products in early March 2004 (see IGS Mail
#4875 at igscb.jpl.nasa.gov). Clock products aligned to the
same internal timescales are available from November 2000 at
the website https://goby.nrl.navy.mil/IGStime.
The long-term variation of each IGS timescale is
illustrated in ﬁgure 4 relative to GPS Time and to UTC
(approximately). Though the sub-daily to daily instability
of the IGS timescales is greatly improved over GPS Time,
the longer-term instability is similar owing to the continued
reliance on GPS Time. Efforts are under way to tie the
IGS timescales to UTC more accurately by using data from
the BIPM and taking advantage of IGS stations co-located at
timing laboratories [50].
5. Evaluation of performance by day-boundary
discontinuity analysis
The ‘absolute’ accuracy of GPS-based clock estimates
(modulo the calibration bias) is determined entirely by
the pseudorange data, averaged over the analysis interval,
usually 24h. When analysing 1day arcs of global data
sampled at 5min intervals, the formal error estimates for the
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Figure 3. Same BRUS clock data as shown in ﬁgure 2 except referenced to the IGS Final clock timescale, IGST. A linear trend has been
removed for plotting.
Figure 4. Comparison of the IGS timescales IGST and IGRT against GPS Time (GPST) and against UTC (modulo leap seconds) from
5 November 2000 through 28 June 2004. The top plot shows UTC minus GPST from the BIPM Circular T series as well as the IGS
timescales IGST and IGRT minus GPST. The IGS and BIPM realizations of GPST can differ by several nanoseconds due to distinct
observational and analysis strategies [50]. The middle plot shows UTC-IGST and UTC-IGRT obtained by differencing the time series in the
top plot, which assumes that GPST is equivalent from Circular T and the IGS. Deviations from this assumption are responsible for a small
portion of the plotted differences, especially at high frequencies. Finally, the bottom plot shows IGRT minus IGST, assuming each observes
GPST equivalently. The occasional spikes are due to infrequent misalignment errors of the IGS Rapid clocks to GPST and are not actually
present in either timescale.
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clocks are typically about 120ps, assuming each pseudorange
observation has an uncertainty of 1m. A more realistic test of
actualmeasurementaccuracycanbemadebycomparingclock
estimates at the boundaries between independent analysis arcs
forreceiversequippedwithverystableoscillators. (Lessstable
clockscanalsobetestedifoverlappinganalysisarcsareusedto
eliminate interpolation errors, but the adjacent clock estimates
will then no longer be independent.) This is analogous to the
classic geodetic repeatability test for a time series of position
determinations.
Day-boundary clock jumps can be analysed for baseline
solutions or for networks where a single station clock has
been held ﬁxed as the reference. The results can be difﬁcult
to interpret, however, since effects at two stations will be
convolved in each clock time series. A superior approach
is to use the IGS clock products, with the new highly stable
ensemble timescale, for such an analysis [5]. By using station
clocksalignedtotheIGStimescalesinsteadofclockpairs, itis
possible to isolate observed behaviours to individual stations.
Figure 5 shows an example of simultaneous time series of
IGS clock estimates for nine H-maser stations. Note that the
variabilityinthediscontinuitiesamongstationsisindependent
of the stability of the individual clocks as some sites show
large jumps but very good sub-daily stability and vice versa.
The distributions for day-boundary offsets studied by Ray and
Senior [5] were found to be zero-mean and Gaussian, but with
RMS variations being highly site-speciﬁc.
The previous analysis of IGS clock jumps has been
updated and extended in table 2. A total of 1310days between
October 2000 and June 2004 were examined from the IGS
Rapid and Final clocks. The editing and processing criteria
were the same as in Ray and Senior [5]. The maximum
data gap at the day boundary is 30min (typically 5min), and
so the interpolation noise due to instabilities in the H-maser
standards should be negligible. Since the RMS statistics are




note is the very large dispersion in RMS performance among
stations, nearly one order of magnitude. This presumably
reﬂects the wide range in code performance among these
stations and, in turn, shows the vast variation in multi-path
environments, external to the antenna as well as internal to
the GPS instrumentation. In some cases the performance has
variedmarkedlywithtime,sometimescorrelatedwithchanges
reported in the site logs. Seasonal variations are found in a
few cases. The RMS variations were previously shown to be
independent of the choice of receiver or antenna model or the
use of radomes.
The best long-term performance among the IGS stations
studied is at ONSA (Onsala, Sweden), corresponding
to a daily clock accuracy of (149ps/
√
2) = 105ps.
BREW (Brewster, WA, USA), OPMT (Paris, France),
BRUS (Brussels, Belgium), MAD2 (Madrid, Spain), WTZR
(Wettzell, Germany) and GODE (Greenbelt, MD, USA) have
only slightly larger daily clock errors, from 107ps to 145ps.
There is a continuous progression of poorer performance
among the other stations, up to 620ps to 753ps for ALGO
(Algonquin, ON, Canada), NRC1 (Ottawa, ON, Canada) and
METS (Metsahovi, Finland). The order of magnitude range
of clock accuracy reﬂects variations in local conditions, not an
Table 2. Summary of day-boundary clock discontinuity statistics
for 38 IGS stations with H-maser frequency standards. IGS Rapid
and Final clocks from October 2000 till June 2004 were used.
Stations co-located at timing laboratories are indicated by (TL).
RMS clock
IGS site jump/ps Remarks
ONSA 149 Excellent
BREW 152 Excellent
OPMT (TL) 158 New station, so very limited data
BRUS (TL) 165 After changes in summer 2003
improved to 118ps




USN1 (TL) 225 Station replaced by USN3 in July 2004
WSRT 227 Slight degradation since summer 2003
KHAJ 233 Limited data
CRO1 236 Maser no longer used
USUD 266 Maser no longer used
NPLD (TL) 268
TID∗ 269 Appears improved since summer 2003
YEBE 271
GOL2 271 Very limited data, so RMS is
not reliable
AMC2 (TL) 283 Improved after antenna/receiver
changes in June 2002
SPT0 (TL) 286
WES2 296
PIE1 305 Improved since receiver change in
October 2002
STJO 334
USNO (TL) 354 Appears worse since spring 2003
IRKT 359
NYAL 363 Much better than NYA1 in 2004
NLIB 368
MATE 389 Signiﬁcant time variations;
better in 2004
KOKB 460 Large degradation before antenna/
cable change in May 2004
FAIR 478 Somewhat improved since
summer 2003
DRAO 522
YELL 564 Large seasonal variations, much worse
in winters
ALBH 587 After September 2003 greatly
improved to 97ps




NYA1 750 Large degradation since summer 2003
ALGO 877 Large seasonal variations, much worse
in winters
NRC1 (TL) 936 Large seasonal variations, much worse
in winters
METS 1065 Maser no longer used
artefactoftheIGStimescale,forinstance. Stronglysupporting
this conclusion are the temporal changes in performance seen
at a number of stations. Abrupt changes usually correspond to
known changes in conﬁguration or equipment. (Regrettably,
not all station changes are publicly reported.) A few stations
show large seasonal variations, especially the three Canadian
stations at YELL, ALGO and NRC1 (see ﬁgure 6). We
previously speculated that the large increase in clock jumps
during wintertime at these sites is caused by a buildup of snow
and ice on surfaces below and in the near ﬁeld of the antennas.
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Figure 5. Clock estimates of nine IGS sites with H-masers during 5–15 February 2002. A separate quadratic trend has been removed from
each clock for plotting. The boxed value in each panel gives the Allan deviation at 300s, neglecting clock jumps at day boundaries. The
magnitude of the day-boundary jumps varies greatly among the stations and is independent of the sub-daily clock stability.
Figure 6 shows the history of the day-boundary clock
jumps for those IGS stations at timing labs equipped with
H-masers(indicatedintable2byTL).OPMThasbeenomitted
due to its very sparse data. The BRUS installation, especially
since summer 2003, should be considered exemplary and a
model for other timing labs.
6. Comparisons with independent two-way time
transfer results
In addition to the internal assessments discussed above, it
is important to compare geodetic clock estimates with those
from independent systems. Conventional CV, while widely
deployed at timing labs, is not sufﬁciently accurate to provide
veryinformativecomparisonsexceptpossiblyoverthelongest
averaging intervals. More promising are the P3 CV and
two-way satellite time transfer (TWSTT) methods. Some of
the best results over inter-continental baselines demonstrate
agreements with geodetic clocks to about 0.5ns RMS or
about 0.3ns TDEV for averaging times up to a few months
[51,52]. Table 3 summarizes results from recent high-quality
comparison studies.
TWSTT measurements are relatively sparse compared
with continuous GPS data, about four times daily in recent
years. Differences are computed by interpolation of the
geodetic and P3 CV results to the TWSTT epochs. The P3
CV data reductions have used IGS precise orbits as well as
applying model displacements for solid Earth tide motions.
A Vondr´ ak smoothing has also been applied to the P3 results,
equivalent to a low-pass ﬁlter with a cut-off period of about
0.4days. As noted by Petit and Jiang [52], the differences
between simultaneous time series should be a constant for
each clock-pair (equivalent to a calibration bias). Therefore,
the standard deviation should be a measure of the relative
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Figure 6. Temporal variations in day-boundary clock offsets for eight IGS H-maser stations at timing labs. The study period is October
2000 to June 2004. Results from the IGS Rapid clocks are shown as black circles; Final clocks are blue ‘+’ symbols.
long-term instability of the two time transfer methods. The
geodetic and P3 data are often from the same GPS receiver,
and so it is expected that some receiver- and antenna-based
errors will be common to each and not evident in their
differences (such as temperature sensitivity effects). So,
only the comparisons with TWSTT are fully independent. For
all three of the long baselines studied by Plumb and Larson
[51],theAllandeviationsoftheTW-geodeticclockdifferences
weredominatedbyTWSTTinstabilitiesuptointervalsof105 s
to 106 s. At longer intervals, the instabilities of both methods
appear very similar.
Based on the published comparisons with TWSTT, the
accuracy of geodetic time transfer results is apparently at
least as good as (0.5ns/
√
2) = 0.35ns (RMS), assuming that
each method contributes equally to the observed differences.
This is a good deal larger than the geodetic formal errors for
1day analyses of about 0.12ns, but it is within the range
of performance for some poorer GPS stations (see table 2).
Consideringthatthecomparisonsalsoshowconsistentlybetter
stability for geodetic clocks for up to several-day intervals, the
actual RMS noise of TWSTT is almost certainly larger and the
typical geodetic accuracy is better than 0.35ns.
7. Assessment of time transfer performance
Figure 7 shows the stability ﬂoor of 24h geodetic clock
determinations, as inferred by Ray and Senior [5] from an
analysis of IGS clock day-boundary jumps. The behaviour is
notsigniﬁcantlydifferentfromτ−0.5,consistentwitharandom
walk noise process. At an averaging time of 1day, the inferred
instability is 1.4 × 10−15. Some of the best IGS stations
approachthislevelofperformance,butaswehaveseen,others
are much poorer. Beyond the 1day analysis interval, the clock
estimates should be nearly independent and the behaviour is
predicted to be closer to that of a white noise process, τ−1,a s
illustrated in ﬁgure 7. However, it has not yet been possible
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Table 3. Summary of published comparisons between geodetic and P3 CV or two-way (TW) satellite time transfer methods for a number of
links of varying lengths.
Link Baseline length Method/statistic/value Data span Source
NPL-PTB 749km P3/RMS/0.48ns 5 months Petit and Jiang [52]
TW/RMS/0.57ns 4 months
IEN-PTB 835km P3/RMS/0.49ns 2 months Petit and Jiang [52]
TW/RMS/0.64ns 2 months
TL-CRL 2112km P3/RMS/0.58ns 8 months Petit and Jiang [52]
TW/RMS/1.27ns 8 months
USNO-NPL 5695km P3/RMS/0.48ns 5 months Petit and Jiang [52]
TW/RMS/0.59ns 3 months
USNO-PTB 6275km P3/RMS/0.45ns 5 months Petit and Jiang [52]
TW/RMS/0.49ns 5 months
USNO-AMCa 2361km TW/Difference ± RMS/ 7 months Plumb and Larson [51]
−2.10ns ± 0.69ns (cal. agreement)
TW/TDEV/
<0.1ns, 300s  τ  2000s
<0.34ns, 2000s  τ  7 × 106 s
TDEV/0.34ns at 7 × 106 s
USNO-NIST 2405km TW/RMS/0.83ns 5.5 months Plumb and Larson [51]
TW/TDEV/
<0.3ns, 3600s  τ  6 × 106 s
<0.72ns, 6 × 106 s  τ  7.4 × 106 s
TDEV/0.72ns at 7.4 × 106 s
PTB-NIST 7532km TW/RMS/0.79ns 7 months Plumb and Larson [51]
TW/TDEV/
<0.5ns, 2 × 105 s  τ  7.5 × 106 s
TDEV/0.24ns at 7.5 × 106 s
USNO-PTB 6275km RMS/2ns 2 years Dach et al [56]
a TW and geodetic links calibrated separately for instrumental delays.
Figure 7. The Allan deviation stability ﬂoor for geodetic time transfers, inferred by Ray and Senior [5], is shown by the solid black line.
The behaviour is consistent with a random walk noise process up to 1day intervals. Beyond that, it is expected that independent daily clock
estimates will have white noise-distributed errors and follow a τ−1 Allan deviation, shown by the dashed black line. For comparison, the red
trend indicates the design goal for the METAS Cs fountain [53] and the blue trend is for a Sigma Tau H-maser (from Symmetricon). The
fundamental geodetic limit is represented by the lower blue band, based on the repeatability of station height measurements.
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to study this domain very carefully due to instabilities in the
frequencystandardsincommonuse. Whenacaesiumfountain
data become more available, the stability of geodetic clocks
over intervals longer than 1day will be exposed; ﬁgure 7
plots the design goal for the METAS Cs fountain [53], for
instance. If analysis arcs are extended beyond 24h, then the
stabilityﬂoorwillprobablybelowerthanthelevelshownhere,
though this has not been demonstrated. On the other hand,
doing so will deﬁnitely extend the random walk behaviour
of geodetic clocks over the same longer intervals and could
therefore compromise achieving higher stability over longer
times using independent 1day arcs.
Also shown in ﬁgure 7 is the speciﬁed stability
(presumably conservative) of the MHM2010 active H-maser
from Symmetricon (successor to the former Sigma Tau
H-maser). This shows that the geodetic method need not
be a limitation to comparing such high-performance clocks
over 1day intervals, though time transfer noise does probably
dominate over clock instabilities for intervals less than about
14000s. The dispersion in 1day stabilities seen among
the IGS H-maser stations—from the level of our inferred
stability ﬂoor up to about 10−14—is probably a combination
of the inherent stability of the local frequency standard (some
are old devices and some are not maintained under strict
environmental control) and the local pseudorange multi-path
conditions.
8. Future trends
The application of geodetic methods to global time and
frequency transfers is only in its infancy. It is not yet widely
used within the timekeeping community. We expect much
greater adoption of the technique for international time and
frequency comparisons in the future, especially in view of
its high performance and modest cost. Installation of new,
morestablelaboratoryfrequencystandardswilldoubtlessspur
such a trend. Probably the biggest obstacle to wider usage has
been the more complex data analysis required by the geodetic
approach. While a number of software packages exist and
are very commonly used within the positioning communities,
they are less well known among timing groups, which is
understandable. Almost certainly, the development of simple
generic tools for PPP clock solutions will greatly facilitate
broader use of geodetic clock estimates.
As the performance limit for geodetic timing is set by the
quality of the pseudorange data, especially multi-path effects,
any major improvements in the technique will probably be
related to reductions in pseudorange and multi-path errors.
Reﬁnements in GPS receiver tracking technology and in
geodeticantennadesignmayoffersomebeneﬁts. Bettersiting
and installation of existing equipment, including improved
temperature stabilization, would certainly be useful in many
cases. But the largest gains will likely come with new
GNSS broadcast signals and modulation schemes. Some
of the proposed signal designs for GALILEO, for instance,
offer the prospect of greatly reduced multi-path error [54].
Generally, proposed signal structures which shift more of
the power towards the band edges, including some new GPS
modulations, promise the potential of signiﬁcantly improved
multi-path mitigation [55].
For time comparisons using any existing method,
hardware calibration uncertainty is the dominant absolute
error. The calibration errors are at least an order of magnitude
larger than the typical errors of the geodetic clock estimates.
The prospects for substantial calibration improvements in the
future are unclear.
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